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ABSTRACT

Female undergraduates’ refusal speech is regarded as an independent perspective in the study of speech acts as a unit of communication. From the gender perspective and ethnography of communication, women language is included as a classic study on the variety of language that has different characteristic and specification as a gender marker. The local accent and dialect used by women in Central Sulawesi have unique trait when they are used in a conversation with local language as a heritage. This study aims to identify the form, strategy, and context for expressing refusal towards an instruction, invitation, request, and the others with a qualitative approach as sociopragmatics especially ethnography communication in the analyzing process. Substantively, the result shows that the form, strategy, and context for expressing refusal can be realized by using negation and requirement marker as well as by certain mode of refusal either it is direct or indirect. Topic and participant, as a part of the context, influence the women’s choice of expression. As a verbal expression, refusal speech by women in the spoken academic discourse in Central Sulawesi is also influenced by the level of intimacy, socio-cultural aspect, and multi-ethnical context, and social change.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In many countries with rich of local tradition like Indonesia, women have their own way to express refusal. Specifically, utterance used by women community has different choice of language to show the social change way compared to those used by men, including in expressing refusal [1]. This diversity of language is further used as a gender marker [2]. The specialness of women’s refusal acts can also be seen in academic discourse context of female undergraduates in Central Sulawesi using a local language as a heritage language and language use. The variety of studies on speech acts in academic discourse becomes more important and interesting due to its continuity and synergy towards the previous study done [3]–[5].

In the international level, similar research which studies on speech acts, gender, and ethnography of communication has been done [6]–[9] as well as on wide and multi-context scope the past research [10]. The refusal acts on spoken academic discourse by the ethnicity of Kaili, Buginese, and Manado in Central Sulawesi is shaped by the use of body language, sign language, implicit meaning, and the traits of the local accents and dialects themselves. The refusal acts is used by the women to express disagreement, unwillingness, reluctancy, or to do or not to do something. Thus, the variety of refusal acts viewed from gender, ethnography of communication, and the use of local accents are regarded as unique to be studied in this research.

Until now, several relevant research about gender, especially on the difference between men’s and women’s choice of languages is so many. It is proved simultaneously that research about discourse construct related to gender still becomes popular issue both in national and international levels. Some of the research is done by [11], who study about the gender difference on the use of academic discourse marker in Iran; and [12], about the difference of diction used by female and male undergraduates in Asia. Similarly, in Indonesia, gender is also studied. Some of the notable research is conducted [13] who studies about language deviation on using men’s choice of language by women as a form of resistance towards gender issue; [14], about gender study on intercultural society in France; and [15] about teacher’s illocution viewed from gender and Javanese culture background.

This research is qualitative with the approach of SPEAKING (Scene, Participant, Ends, Act Sequence, Key, Instrument, Norms, and Genre) ethnography of communication by Hymes. Pragmatic, gender, and ethnographic views are used in this research to understand specific local conditions based on cooperative and politeness principles in which the female undergraduates use refusal acts. In this research, not all the eight factors are used to explain the problem. Communicative design, in the perspective of this research, is based on the use of language which contextually has meaning; and it is used to know the social communicative function [16]. The speech context pragmatically eases the language analysis process. This research emphasizes on the use of speech context which involves extra-linguistic include background social-culture, religion, genre, and linguistic context. The former refers to socio-cultural aspect while the latter emphasizes on how language is used. [17], on their research, state that in order to realize the communication purpose, the speaker is encouraged to use strategy and interpretation in communication. Therefore, the implementation of ethnography of communication method and gender perspective is used to expound the cultural background and social norms, like level of education, gender, social status, intimacy, and the others; in the real situation.
2. METHOD

This research is qualitative with the approach of SPEAKING ethnography of communication by Hymes. Pragmatic, gender, and ethnographic views are used in this research to understand specific local conditions based on cooperative and politeness principles in which the female undergraduates use refusal acts. In this research, not all the eight factors are used to explain the problem. Communicative design, in the perspective of this research, is based on the use of language which contextually has meaning; and it is used to know the social communicative function. The speech context pragmatically eases the language analysis process.

This research emphasizes on the use of speech context which involves extra-linguistic and linguistic context. The former refers to socio-cultural aspect while the latter emphasizes on how language is used. In this research, state that in order to realize the communication purpose, the speaker is encouraged to use strategy and interpretation in communication. Therefore, the implementation of ethnography of communication method and gender perspective is used to expound the cultural background and social norms, like level of education, gender, social status, intimacy, and the others; in the real situation.

This study focuses on the refusal acts delivered by female undergraduates viewed from gender by using speech acts theory through the identification of speech forms – declarative, imperative, and interrogative. The focus of the research is based on the view that any form of utterance can represent and express certain act either directly or indirectly [18].

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The finding depicts diversity of refusal acts used by the female undergraduates towards their college friends. By the diversity, reflected the characteristics of choice of language used by the female undergraduates in refusing their male college friends’ speech. Local language in this context it means a heritage local language and identity from aspects social change in universities. In terms of language use, it can be inferred that both socio-cultural and situational context influence their speech and there is a code marker in intercultural academic context which reflects individual’s style of communication and verbal conflict [19] This equilibrium becomes the basis to meet the purpose of communication since one can paraphrase their social dimension by using their own language or the other languages and referring to the linguistic structure or their own linguistic ability[20].

Utterance in the form imperative is a type of utterance that makes use of its real function. Briefly, [21] divides imperative sentence in Indonesian language into five classifications. They are (1) ordinary imperative sentence, (2) requesting imperative sentence, (3) permissive imperative sentence, (4) inviting imperative sentence, and (5) demanding imperative sentence. In relation to refusal acts of imperative sentence, the interlocutor prefers to order the speaker back [22]Refusal acts uttered by female speakers clearly shows refusal whether it is expressed through satire or other more understandable words. The use of satire in refusal acts is not intended to satirize. Instead, it is used to show care to the interlocutor and to create more comfortable situation so that fun conversation can take place [23], [24]In a different context [25] has been explored speech components used by female and male speakers’ in the form of informal refusal, invitation, and request.
Table 1. Kinds of Refusal Acts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kinds of Refusal Acts</th>
<th>Honorific in Local Language</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refusal Acts by Ordering</td>
<td>Ambil jo, kase akang, baku ganti, dan nyanda’</td>
<td>Just take it, just give it, take turns, and no!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusal Acts by Giving Comment</td>
<td>Deng, depe, dan katu’</td>
<td>With, (his/her) mine, yeah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refusal Acts by Satirizing</td>
<td>So, bemana?</td>
<td>Enough, How</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The use of ethnography of communication in this research is connected to the local culture of Palu, Central Sulawesi. It is used to know the variety and strategy of delivering speech. It is also used to identify the female undergraduates’ intention and purpose of communication based on the local culture which is then adjusted to non-formal situation in which they utter the expression[26]. Communicative situation is the extension of speech situation that is not only affected by the communicative principles, but also the context. The term context itself refers to eight factors governing the way of communication achieves its goal. The eight factors, according to [27] involve setting/scene, participant, ends, act sequence, keys, instrumentalities, norms of interaction, and genre.

Women are recognized by their grace, beauty, emotionalism, and care while men are perceived by their strength, rationality, manliness, and might. Form and various refusal act from women is a social change from phenomenon language use, especially with majorities local language in central Sulawesi, Kaili, Buginesse, and Malay Manado. The shift of characteristics and traits from time to time and from a place to another, or being different from one class to another, is called as the concept of gender. The expounding of characteristics and traits is exchangeable [28]. The concept of gender refers to the different characteristics of men and women shaped by society and culture. The gender marker is caused by many factors including social and cultural construct, empowerment, and socialization [29].

Such view on society causes marginalization on women not only in working place, but also in the house, society, and even culture. Gender is also a part of power and discourse in the social change. For [30], power and knowledge are important, especially in matter of that discourse and knowledge can be the means to gain power. Therefore, through the process of using knowledge, power has been implemented into various aspects like the social, ethnic, sexual, and religion domination. Linguistics and feminism view explain the gender difference on linguistic behavior. Feminism theory has been widely used by experts in studying the relation between language and gender [31] It is not only on the scope of society, but also on the level of discussion and the use of discourse which are used to comprehend the sole differences between men and women, especially in basic spoken refusal acts in power discourse context.

The difference of expression also occurs on the female undergraduates’ choice of language as well. Choice of language used in refusal acts towards men’s speech tends to be different than that is used to women’s. The former tends to be vague, ironic, vary in expression, and indirect [32]. In the above dialogue, the speech of Interlocutor is a form of refusal acts shown by ordering Speaker back. The thing that can be the reference is the existence of imperative marker in Manado Language which is the word jo. Moreover, it is supported by speech act context. The context that underlies that refusal acts is the setting, topic, and participants. In their research findings, [33], [34] state that there are various languages that can be used in a speech act. Based on the context, the use of local language gives more pragmatics.
implication to Interlocutor. The use of local language shows Indonesian multilingualism means
that can be retained to be used in informal communication without neglecting its good language
structure. The same result too show that the people in the big city areas have a probably factor
also effect to use the among language [35].

At a glance, the above speech shows no intentional relation between speaker’s and
interlocutor’s speech. However, based on the context that Speaker orders Interlocutor to sell the
coupons left but Interlocutor orders Speaker back; Interlocutor indirectly refuse the order. In
that dialogue, Speaker is a male undergraduate while Interlocutor is a female undergraduate.
The refusal acts in that dialogue can be seen from the forms, strategies, and contexts of the
refusal acts marked by negation marker nyanda’, nda, and te is mean no in English are not used
independently in every refusal acts. The use of negation marker is more meaningful when they
are used together with other words so that the form of refusal acts is different and special. Beside
as among language, local language as a signified social culture and optimizing the identity [36].

4. CONCLUSION

Potentially, as a kind of verbal expression, refusal acts is influenced by intimacy,
sociocultural, academic context, and multiethnic context between the interlocutors. The forms,
strategies, and contexts of female speakers’ refusal acts are indicated by negation markers as
nyanda’ and te. Negation marker is equal with the word tidak in Bahasa and the word no in
English. Generally, while the communication takes place, the female undergraduate faces
informal situation. Therefore, the use of the word tidak is rare. The tendency to use the word
tidak is simplified by using the nda. This shows how negation marker nyada’ and nda’ is used
in refusal acts. Moreover, there is the use of honorific ki that means kita in Indonesian and we
in English to respect older interlocutor which is Interlocutor though there is the same race and
ethnic to express refusal acts between Speaker and Interlocutor. In addition, the topic and the
participants involved in the communication influence the refusal acts chosen by female
undergraduates.
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